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Abstract

Over the course of the last few years, lexicography has witnessed the burgeoning of increasingly reliable automatic approaches supporting the creation of lexicographic resources such as dictionaries, lexical knowledge bases and annotated datasets. In fact, recent achievements in the field of Natural Language Processing and particularly in Word Sense Disambiguation have widely demonstrated their effectiveness not only for the creation of lexicographic resources, but also for enabling a deeper analysis of lexical-semantic data both within and across languages. Nevertheless, we argue that the potential derived from the connections between the two fields is far from exhausted. In this work, we address a serious limitation affecting both lexicography and Word Sense Disambiguation, i.e. the lack of high-quality sense-annotated data and describe our efforts aimed at constructing a novel entirely manually annotated parallel dataset in 10 European languages. For the purposes of the present paper, we concentrate on the annotation of morpho-syntactic features. Finally, unlike many of the currently available sense-annotated datasets, we will annotate semantically by using senses derived from high-quality lexicographic repositories.

Keywords: Digital lexicography; Natural Language Processing, Computational Linguistics, Corpus Linguistics; Word Sense Disambiguation.

1. Introduction

The fields of lexicography and Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), i.e. the area of Natural Language Processing (NLP) concerned with identifying the meaning of a word in a given context (Bevilacqua et al., 2021), are increasingly interconnected. The reasons for this are manifold. On the one hand, since the so-called statistical revolution of the late 1980s, lexicography has benefited greatly from the development and constant refinement of automatic approaches for the lexical semantic analysis of vast amounts of textual data (Johnson, 2009). On the other hand, by its very nature WSD relies heavily on
the availability of wide-coverage sense repositories such as monolingual and multilingual
dictionaries or lexical knowledge bases (LKBs), e.g. WordNet\(^1\) (Miller et al., 1990) and
BabelNet\(^2\) (Navigli & Ponzetto, 2012). Furthermore, modern lexicography and WSD are
inextricably tied to corpora, i.e. large collections of written text in machine-readable form.
Indeed, while lexicographers analyse corpora to identify and record relevant linguistic
phenomena for the purpose of creating and updating dictionaries, WSD exploits corpora
in multiple ways, such as learning effective unsupervised dense representations (Devlin
et al., 2019; Conneau et al., 2020), or producing training and test data to be used in
supervised approaches (Vial et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019; Bevilacqua & Navigli, 2020;
Blevins & Zettlemoyer, 2020; Conia & Navigli, 2021) by annotating them in a manual,
semi-automatic or fully-automatic fashion.

Interestingly, both fields suffer from the paucity of standardised manual sense-annotated
data in different languages, especially low-resource ones. In fact, the majority of
high-quality sense-annotated datasets focus primarily on English. This is the case, for
example, with SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) and those datasets introduced in the context
of the Senseval and SemEval competitions (Edmonds & Cotton, 2001; Snyder & Palmer,
2004; Pradhan et al., 2007; Navigli et al., 2007). The few exceptions (Agirre et al.,
2010; Navigli et al., 2013; Moro & Navigli, 2015) included just a limited number of
instances in languages other than English. To cope with this shortcoming, several attempts
have been made to bootstrap multilingual sense-annotated datasets. Pasini & Navigli
(2017); Scarlini et al. (2019); Barba et al. (2020); Procopio et al. (2021) all addressed
the lack of sense-annotated data in languages other than English via cross-lingual label
propagation. Recently, Pasini et al. (2021) proposed XL-WSD, a large-scale multilingual
evaluation framework for WSD, extending the Senseval and SemEval datasets using an
automatic approach. However, despite the efforts undertaken, existing datasets are either
not entirely manually curated, or they lack coverage in terms of languages, domains and
parts of speech, or they rely on outdated sense inventories, which severely hampers their
effectiveness.

In order to successfully address the aforementioned limitations, we have initiated
the creation of a novel, manually-curated dataset, which will feature five annotation
layers, i.e. tokenisation, sub-tokenisation, lemmatisation, POS tagging and Word Sense
Disambiguation. The dataset will be available in 10 European languages, namely
Bulgarian, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Hungarian, Italian, Portuguese, Slovene
and Spanish. Importantly, in contrast to existing manually annotated datasets, we will
annotate our dataset using high-quality sense inventories. This will enable the highest
possible number of sense instances to be covered. Moreover, we will also link the annotated
instances to a multilingual sense repository, namely, BabelNet, so as to allow WSD
systems to use our dataset as a challenging new evaluation benchmark. In what follows, we
first describe how we constructed the dataset; next, we illustrate the annotation process
focusing on the first four annotation layers, and finally we describe the sense inventories
which we will use to semantically annotate our dataset.
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\(^1\) https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

\(^2\) https://babelnet.org/
### Table 1: Number of tokens, unique lemmas and open-class parts of speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
<th>Unique Lemmas</th>
<th>Nouns</th>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Adjs</th>
<th>Advs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
<td>33,994</td>
<td>6,683</td>
<td>7,892</td>
<td>3,970</td>
<td>3,313</td>
<td>1,157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>32,524</td>
<td>6,832</td>
<td>7,322</td>
<td>3,099</td>
<td>2,626</td>
<td>1,677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>34,923</td>
<td>6,488</td>
<td>7,142</td>
<td>3,004</td>
<td>2,833</td>
<td>1,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>34,228</td>
<td>6,297</td>
<td>6,716</td>
<td>2,946</td>
<td>2,818</td>
<td>1,079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian</td>
<td>37,693</td>
<td>6,112</td>
<td>8,189</td>
<td>3,327</td>
<td>2,310</td>
<td>1,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>29,657</td>
<td>7,457</td>
<td>6,930</td>
<td>2,485</td>
<td>3,561</td>
<td>1,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>39,067</td>
<td>6,371</td>
<td>7,864</td>
<td>3,022</td>
<td>2,961</td>
<td>1,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>38,723</td>
<td>6,260</td>
<td>7,372</td>
<td>3,181</td>
<td>2,757</td>
<td>1,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovene</td>
<td>31,237</td>
<td>6,688</td>
<td>7,550</td>
<td>2,579</td>
<td>3,820</td>
<td>1,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>37,693</td>
<td>6,112</td>
<td>8,189</td>
<td>2,806</td>
<td>3,141</td>
<td>1,140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **Construction of the dataset**

In this section, we illustrate the construction of our dataset. This process was divided into two steps: i) the automatic extraction of candidate sentences from a wide-coverage parallel corpus, and ii) the manual validation of sentences to be included in our dataset, according to specific linguistic criteria. In what follows, we detail the two phases.

2.1 **Automatic extraction of candidate sentences**

First, we automatically extracted a set of sentences from WikiMatrix (Schwenk et al., 2019), a large open-access collection of parallel sentences derived from Wikipedia using an automatic approach based on multilingual sentence embeddings. WikiMatrix covers 85 languages and includes 135 million parallel sentences for 1,620 language pairs, out of which 34 million are aligned with English. The corpus is divided into different files, each containing sentence pairs in a specific language combination. We performed our extraction in the following steps: i) we considered only language combinations such that the first language was English and the second was one of the other target languages; ii) we computed an overlap matrix which, given an English sentence $s_e$, showed the number of the selected WikiMatrix datasets which contained $s_e$ and its corresponding translation into a target language; ii) we extracted the first 2,500 English sentences with the highest overlap across all language combinations.

2.2 **Manual validation of parallel sentences**

After completion of the first step, we manually validated the automatically extracted sentences according to specific formal and lexical-semantic criteria. In particular, we removed incorrect punctuation, morphological errors, notes in square brackets and etymological information typically provided in Wikipedia pages. Furthermore, in an effort to obtain a satisfying semantic coverage, we filtered out sentences which did not contain
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3 https://ai.facebook.com/blog/wikimatrix/
at least 5 words, out of which at least two were polysemous. Subsequently, in order to obtain datasets in the other nine target languages, for each selected sentence in English we retrieved the corresponding WikiMatrix translation into each of the other languages. If no translation was available, we translated the English sentence manually. After the translation process, we reviewed the final dataset automatically and manually. As a result, we obtained a dataset composed of 2024 sentences for each target language.

3. Annotation

In this section, we describe the annotation process and highlight some significant linguistic peculiarities impacting on the annotation. We divided the annotation process into two phases. In the first, we focused on tokenisation, sub-tokenisation, lemmatisation and POS tagging. In the second phase we will annotate our dataset with senses derived from the specified inventories. In this paper, we will concentrate on the first phase only. In order to carry out our annotation, we used the ad hoc interface illustrated in Figure 1 developed at Babelscape, a Sapienza University spinoff company. In order to minimise the impact of subjectivity and ensure data consistency, we outlined specific criteria which we now detail. First, as a general guideline, we decided to follow the Universal Dependencies (UD) standard for each language, so as to allow for a consistent annotation of lexical-semantic instances across languages. Importantly, we annotated both concepts and named entities. Furthermore, we normally included sub-tokenisation in almost all cases in which the token was composed of two or more distinct lemmas. As we shall see, sub-tokenisation was particularly challenging, especially when dealing with Germanic languages such as Dutch and Danish. Another challenge was posed by adjectival participles, which are derived from verbs but used as adjectives. In these cases, each annotator was required not only to consider the UD annotation standard, but also to thoroughly analyse the context in
which such instances occurred and their grammatical function in order to provide the correct tag. Table [1] reports the number of tokens, unique lemmas and the open-class part-of-speech distribution for each of the target languages.

In the following subsections, we focus on significant linguistic issues encountered during the annotation process, and provide reasons for our tagging choices.

### 3.1 Bulgarian

The simple and derived words, including the proper names, contractions, abbreviations and numerical expressions, were automatically annotated with the Bulgarian language processing chain ([Koeva et al., 2020](#)). This ensured the correct tokenisation, part-of-speech tagging and lemmatisation of homonymous verb particles, personal and possessive pronouns, derived numerals and proper names which were not present in the morphological dictionary. The main effort during the manual evaluation and correction was directed towards the re-annotation of multiword named entities as proper names. There are fixed multiword named entities which do not change either in terms of word order or grammar (‘Yuzhna Amerika’ ‘South America’) and semi-fixed multiword named entities which also have fixed word order but their constituents in Bulgarian can undergo certain paradigmatic changes within certain grammatical categories (for example, ‘Britanski muzey’ ‘British museum’ – singular, indefinite, and ‘Britanskiya muzey’ ‘the British museum’ – singular, definite). Some parts of the multiword names which can be used separately as common nouns had to be marked as proper nouns (for example, all constituents at the organization name ‘Evropeyski socialen fond’ ‘European Social Fund’, etc.). The lemmas of semi-fixed multiword names in many cases were re-annotated because they differed from the lemmas of the corresponding simple words (for example, the lemmas of the words ‘ruskata’ ‘Russian’ and ‘pravoslavna’ ‘orthodox’ from the named entity ‘Ruskata pravoslavna carkva’ ‘Russian Orthodox Church’ were changed from singular masculine to singular feminine).

### 3.2 Danish

The most prominent challenge in the Danish dataset was how to deal with compounds, which, as for most Germanic languages, are quite common and relatively dynamically generated, and more importantly: they are written as a single word. Our decision across all 10 languages was that conventionalized compounds found in the dictionary of the language should be kept as such, while compounds not found in the dictionary should be split into lemmas included in the dictionary, so as to enable them to be semantically tagged. For Danish we used the Danish Dictionary (DDO). When splitting compounds with a binding element, e.g. ‘s’ in ‘helbredsanliggender’ (health matters), we decided to keep the binding element during the subtokenisation and POS-tagging phase and to remove it in the lemmatisation phase. A further problem pertaining to compounds concerned the quite frequent phenomenon where two compounds that share a head are split and one head is left out, as in ‘certificeringsog revisionsmyndighed’ (certification and audit authority). One possibility was to insert the head for both parts ‘certificeringsmyndighed og revisionsmyndighed’ in the subtokenisation phase, but we decided that the head in the second part suffices for the disambiguation task and consequently we only annotated ‘certificerings-’. The DDO was also used in the cases of participles used as adjectives.
Participles with adjective entries in the dictionary were annotated as such, e.g. *udstrakt* (Eng. outstretched, fig: extensive), while those that had only verb entries in the dictionary were annotated as verbs, e.g. *samlede* (Eng. lit: assembled, fig: total).

### 3.3 Dutch

Similarly to Danish, compounds also represented a specific challenge for Dutch. In this case, a compound was initially subtokenised if it did not occur in the Van Dale dictionary\(^6\). Later, this criterion was slightly relaxed and some other transparent compounds were also subtokenised, as we observed that a substantial number of compounds would not otherwise be found in the sense inventory. As in Danish, the binding element of compounds was kept in the subtokenisation phase, but removed in the lemmatisation one. Overall, 620 compounds were subtokenised in the Dutch dataset, mostly in two parts, but sometimes even in three or four parts (e.g. *laryngotracheobronchopneumonitis* laryngo; tracheo; broncho and pneumonitis).

An important subclass of compounds in Dutch is formed by the separable complex verbs. These are combinations of a verb and some other word. Examples are *aanvallen* ‘to attack’, *plaatsvinden* ‘to take place’. They sometimes behave as one word (*het kan plaatsvinden* ‘it can take place’) and sometimes as two (*wanneer vindt het plaats?* ‘when does it take place?’). Separable complex verbs are a known problem in corpus linguistics in Dutch and they presented another challenge for the annotation task. According to the UD guidelines, which are based on a lexicalist view of syntax, separable verbs should be annotated as separate words if they are written as separate words and the dependency relation should be used to identify them. After long discussions, it was decided to deviate from the UD guidelines and to consistently lemmatise separable complex verbs with the ‘complex’ lemma, regardless of whether the parts were separated or not. The latest version of the Alpino parser\(^7\) also does this and lemmatises separable complex verbs with the ‘complex’ form, including an underscore to mark that it can occur as one word or as two, e.g. *aan_vallen*. The advantage of lemmatising with the complex verb is that the whole verb will be automatically looked up in the semantic annotation phase. This is important, as the meaning of separable complex verbs is not always compositional. Moreover, in some instances the parts of a separable complex verb are not even existing Dutch lemmas, as in the case of *aanmoedigen* ‘encourage’, which can be split into *aan* and *moedigen*, but where *moedigen* cannot occur on its own.

### 3.4 English

In the annotation of the English dataset, the scarce English-specific UD guidelines were complemented with querying the two largest manually annotated English UD treebanks – EWT (Silveira et al., 2014) and GUM (Zeldes, 2017), especially for resolving lexicon-based linguistic issues. Among others, these included the tokenisation of compounds (e.g. *cease-fire*), lemmatization of group names (e.g. *Muslims*), classification of determiner-like words (e.g. *its*), and the classification of various types of verb particle (e.g. *speed up*). Where there were discrepancies between the two treebanks, which was often the case with
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\(^6\) [https://zoeken.vandale.nl/](https://zoeken.vandale.nl/)

\(^7\) The Dutch UD corpora consist of data annotation with the Alpino annotation tools and guidelines, but do not yet include this. [https://github.com/rug-compling/alpino](https://github.com/rug-compling/alpino)
the under-specified lemmatisation layer, specific guidelines were drafted to consolidate the annotation of various phenomena, such as demonyms (e.g. lemma American of the form American), inflected adjectives (e.g. lemma low of the form lower) and personal pronouns (e.g. lemma they of the form them). In accordance with the general ELEXIS guidelines and the reference English treebanks, the constituents of multi-word named entities were annotated as PROPN regardless of their original POS class, with function words as an exception (e.g. United.PROPN States.PROPN of.ADP America.PROPN).

3.5 Estonian

The manual validation of the tokenisation, lemmatisation and POS tagging of the Estonian dataset generally followed the Estonian-specific UD annotation guidelines. Estonian uses 16 universal POS categories (all UD categories except PART). Regarding lemmatisation and POS tagging we relied also on the EKI Combined Dictionary\(^8\) the biggest lexicographic database for modern Estonian compiled in the Institute of the Estonian Language. In the tokenisation phase manual correction was necessary in the case of nonconventionalised compounds (e.g. puuja juurviljad (fruits and vegetables)), conventionalised compounds were left as one token. For words with splitting element Shakespeare'i (Shakespeare’s) we kept splitting elements during the subcategorisation, but removed it in the lemmatisation phase.

The most problematic was POS tagging, since Estonian UD POS tags are very different from other morphological annotators developed for Estonian (e.g. estNLTK\(^9\) and also from POS nomenclature used in the EKI Combined Dictionary. UD-specific parts of speech are AUX and DET. Conjunctions are also split into CCONJ and SCONJ. On the other hand, the degrees of comparison of adjectives are analysed as ADJ, while it is common for Estonian to analyse positive, comparative and superlative degrees as separate parts of speech.

According to UD annotation lemmas olema (to be), ei, ära (not), and modal verbs were annotated as AUX. Participles used predicatively were annotated as verbs; participles used attributively were annotated as adjectives. Abbreviations for single words were assigned the part of speech of the full form. Acronyms for proper names such as NATO were tagged as proper nouns. Foreign words were annotated as X.

3.6 Hungarian

With regard to lemmatisation and POS tagging in general we relied on the Hungarian UD guidelines\(^10\) and the Magyar értelmező kéziszótár (ÉKsz. 2002) Concise Explanatory Dictionary of Hungarian. Regarding tokenisation, we followed the Rules of Hungarian Orthography, 12th edition (2015). We had to deal with the following problems in the manual correction of the result of the UD-based automatic annotation process (tokenisation, lemmatisation, POS tagging) in the Hungarian texts. First of all, the Hungarian UD POS-system is very different from the standard Hungarian POS-system

\(^{8}\) http://sonaveeb.ee
\(^{9}\) https://github.com/estnltk/estnltk/tree/version_1.6
\(^{10}\) https://universaldependencies.org/treebanks/hu_szeged/index.html
\(^{11}\) https://github.com/dlt-rilmta/panmorph
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that is represented in the main explanatory dictionaries. This made the correction of the automatic POS-tagging difficult. Specific problems arose because of the lack of such categories in the UD POS-system as *igekötő* (particles or prefixes linked to verbs) and *igenév* (participles, adverbal participles and infinitives). In our explanatory dictionaries, words in the *igenév* POS-category are processed under the VERB lemmas, from which they are formed. For example, in this sentence: *A bolygót meglátogató két űreszköz...* (‘The first of two spacecraft to visit the planet...’), *meglátogató* is a particle formed from the verb *meglátogat* (‘to visit’). In the dictionary, there is no such lemma as *meglátogató* (because we can form participles from almost every verb). However, in the sentence this word behaves like an ADJ (attributive role), thus we have to tag it as an ADJ according to the general guidelines, even if there is no *meglátogató* ADJ in Hungarian. On the other hand, the UD POS category determiner is missing from the standard Hungarian POS-categories. (Instead, we use other categories like PRON (*egyik* (‘one (of the’)), NUM (*sok* ‘many’)). In the annotation, we kept the DET category only for articles (*a, az ‘the’, egy ‘a, an’). Besides this, under the UD POS tag ADP (adposition), in Hungarian we only have postpositions. In addition, the POS tag PART is applied for only two words: *meg* and *utol*. Regarding tokenisation and lemmatisation, we had to deal with general, non-language specific problems: the multi-word proper names had to be analysed as a whole, despite the fact that they might have contained common noun elements, too. Another problematic case was presented by the ellipsis in complex compounds, in which the lemmatisation depends on whether we take the missing words into consideration, or not. In Hungarian, an agglutinative language, we also had such problems as suffixes attached to symbols (e.g. %-át), and suffixes after quotation marks (e.g. “xyz”-t). Also, the orthographic rules influence tokenisation: *Schmidt-távcső* (‘Schmidt telescope’) is a compound lemma (one token), a NOUN, thus, the PROPN-element is “lost” in it. (Analogy: *Kossuth-szakáll* ‘a type of beard which was made famous by Lajos Kossuth’ – not a PROPN).

### 3.7 Italian

The manual correction/validation of the morphosyntactic layers of the Italian dataset generally followed the Italian-specific UD annotation guidelines and the praxis established in the Italian treebanks. When clashes with project-level indications arose, it was decided to adhere to the UD praxis, with a few exceptions as follows: a) abbreviations are treated as single words that may contain punctuation (e.g. *U.S.A.*, *UE*) except when they indicate units of measure, in this case they are annotated as SYM as in the rest of the datasets; and b) foreign words are annotated as X in titles and long expressions (i.e. when they are incidental). As for POS annotation, base infinitives used as nouns and participles used predicatively are annotated as verbs, even when the subject is implied; participles used attributively are annotated as adjectives instead. Possessive adjectives are always tagged as determiners, while predicatizers and quantifiers are tagged as such if no other determiner is present, adjective otherwise. As for POS-tags, it is worth noting that AUX is also used for copulas, so that the verb *essere* “to be” is almost always an AUX. Subtokenisation in Italian UD is required in the following cases: 1) complex prepositions (i.e. combined/fused with the definite article, e.g. *nella* “in the.fem”, *del* “of the.masc”); and 2) verbal forms with enclitic pronouns (e.g. *dammело* “give-to me-it”, *mangiandolo*
“eating-it”). Given that they are quite frequent in training data, manual correction was not often required for these aspects. As for lemmatisation, articles and pronouns were lemmatised with their base form (i.e. singular masculine); adjectives with the positive, singular, masculine forms, except for irregular comparative and superlative forms.

Finally, regarding the incidence of manual corrections needed, lemmatisation required a considerable effort, as the automatic lemmas assigned were often wrong, especially for homographs and irregular and infrequent words.

### 3.8 Portuguese

One of the major challenges in annotating the Portuguese dataset was presented by lemmatisation in a dictionary that did not always abide by the same annotation criteria applied to corpora. We decided to always annotate the lemma as being the canonical form during the lemmatisation process, ignoring some of the lexical items identified that occur as a headword in a dictionary. For instance, the personal pronoun ela (she), the Portuguese feminine form of ele (he), is registered as an entry in the Portuguese dictionary, and the recorded lemma is the canonical form ele. The option we decided on guarantees better data consistency and coherency. In dictionaries, cases of this type often turn out to be cross-referenced to the canonical form, e.g., the definite article a [the Portuguese feminine form of ‘the’] is a cross-reference to o [the Portuguese masculine form of ‘the’], which strengthens our decision.

Another decision we took concerned the forms corresponding to degrees of adjectives and adverbs. Although in the Lisbon Academy of Sciences dictionary we find comparative and superlative forms as headwords, e.g., pior (worse; worst), we considered the positive form as a lemma according to Universal Dependencies recommendations. Generally, for the part-of-speech tagging, we used the Universal Dependencies (UD) in its current version 2.7 [Zeman et al.](2020). Nevertheless, we did not adhere to the UD criterion for abbreviations. Lexical items such as km (kilometre) and m (meter) were tagged as abbreviations as previously agreed by all ELEXIS team members, rather than as nouns, as UD suggests. It is important to note that we labelled some past participles as adjectives rather than as verbs when they served an adjectival function in the analysed sentences.

As for the subtokenisation, contractions were broken into smaller units, for example, da (de + a) [preposition de (of) + the feminine article form a (the)]. However, in the case of desde (since), which is a contracted form (< prep. Latin de + ex), we preferred instead to keep it as a preposition, as recognised by Portuguese grammar and dictionaries.

### 3.9 Slovene

The Slovene dataset was automatically tokenised, lemmatised and tagged with the CLASS LA tagger [Ljubešič & Dobrovoljc](2019), which was developed for processing South Slavic languages. The tagger proved to be a highly accurate tool, although some corrections were needed.

For Slovene, two POS tagsets are generally used, the default JOS [Erjavec et al.] (2010)/Multext-East system [Erjavec](2017), and UD [Dobrovoljc et al.] (2017). Taggers usually struggle with two major differences between the systems. One difference lies in the
distinction between the categories AUX and VERB in case of the omnipresent verb *biti* (‘to be’). In the UD system, the AUX category is assigned when ‘to be’ is used as an auxiliary or a linking verb (e.g. *Večina prebivalcev je AUX katolikov*. The majority of the population are AUX Catholic.), and the category VERB when it is used as a lexical verb (*Njihov glavni štab je VERB v Tel Avivu*. Their headquarters are VERB in Tel Aviv.). In real life, the distinction between these is not always clear-cut; however, to solve the dilemmas, we consulted the detailed UD-POS tagging guidelines for Slovene (*ibid.*).

The other major difference is the use of categories DET vs PRON. In UD, the DET category is assigned to pronouns when used as modifiers in nominal (or other) phrases, and PRON when they are used as heads. Other notable issues include the use of CCONJ vs ADV (Ali ADV so te razlike neposredni vzrok za debelost ali CCONJ pa njena posledica, je še odprto vprašanje. Whether CCONJ these differences are the direct cause or CCONJ the result of obesity has yet to be determined unequivocally.); ADP vs ADV (*Sklepali so, da je okoli ADP Uranus sistem obročev. They concluded that there must be a ring system around ADP Uranus. vs V naravi povprečno živi okoli ADV 20 let. The life expectancy in the wild is approximately ADV 20 years.)*.

In order to obtain as many content words as possible, such words being the only ones considered in the lexical-annotation phase, components of named entities that were not proper nouns were assigned the part of speech they belong to in their simple, common sense (e.g. *Evropska ADJ unija NOUN*; European ADJ Union NOUN). This decision is in line with the Slovene UD guidelines, but contrary to the practice of most of the project participants. As for lemmatisation, the preposition *s* (‘with’) was oftentimes automatically lemmatised as *biti* (‘to be’), and prepositions, when occupying the first place in a sentence, were lemmatised with the capital letter, all of which was manually corrected. There were no errors in tokenisation.

### 3.10 Spanish

The main revision points on the annotated Spanish dataset were the lemmatisation of infrequent or rare words, verb infinitive lemmas with adjectival tags and non-toponym non-anthroponym PROPN sequences readjusting into (chiefly postmodified) common noun phrases, e.g. *Tribunal Supremo* “Supreme Court”. Lemmatisation followed the standard practice of Spanish linguistics: infinitive for verbs and masculine singular form for other inflectional elements (N, ADJ, PRON, DET, but not for PART), even when some of their forms were dictionary entries, usually for alphabetical reasons or retrievability purposes.

Some functional tags also needed correction in traditional fuzzy zones of Spanish syntax such as NOUN-ADJ triplets and DET-PRON subsystems, correlative structures (e.g. *tan...como “as...as”*) and, very occasionally, complement-relative clausal misanalyses of *que “who, that”*. Tokenisation followed UD guidelines and the only subtokenised elements were verbal forms with oblique pronouns like *matarlo* “kill him”. As a rule, general complex elements such as multiple verbs (compound tenses, aspectual or catenative structures and the like), comitatives and the only two amalgamated ADP-DET remnants in Spanish (*al, del*) are kept exactly as tokenised – the former split and the latter two groups not subtokenised.
4. Sense inventories

We now describe the sense inventories which we will use to annotate our dataset semantically, as shown in Table 2. Importantly, during the semantic annotation validators will be able to improve the coverage and quality of the specified sense inventories, for instance, by adding new entries or improving already existing ones.

4.1 Bulgarian

The Dictionary of Modern Bulgarian (DMB, Rechnik na savremenniya bulgarski knizhoven ezik) was published in three volumes between 1955 and 1959 by the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. In addition to the general vocabulary the dictionary includes some obsolete words, words gradually moving into the passive vocabulary, and foreign words which are widely used in modern Bulgarian. Each entry is structured in a specific way according to the part of speech of the headword and it represents the major senses accompanied with quotations. The headword is followed by a forms section, a grammar section, a stylistic section and an etymology (where relevant). An entry may also include compounds, phrases, and derivatives (secondary lemmas) based on the headword. Today, the dictionary is in the process of its first major revision. The update is revising and extending the DMB, adjusting the vocabulary to cover the missing senses from the ELEXIS multilingual parallel sense-annotated dataset, to label some senses as obsolete, to include some new borrowings in the language, and to replace the obsolete quotations. As of March 2021 the dictionary covers 60,744 headwords, 68,387 lemmas and secondary lemmas, 78,569 sense definitions and 80,520 quotations coming mainly from classic literature and periodicals.

4.2 Danish

The Danish sense inventory applied for the annotation task consists of by the Danish wordnet, DanNet (Pedersen et al., 2009). DanNet currently contains 70,000 synsets corresponding roughly to the same number of word senses, covering nouns, verbs and adjectives. The wordnet follows the Princeton WordNet standard, but is compiled
semi-automatically from a Danish source, namely The Danish Dictionary (DDO), and linked to the senses in the dictionary (Pedersen et al., 2009). Approx 10,000 of the synsets are also linked to Princeton WordNet (Pedersen et al., 2019). DanNet is currently being extended to cover a broader number of word senses (Nimb et al., 2021), still in essence relying on the sense inventory of DDO as a basis, but aiming towards partly clustering very subtle meaning distinctions inherited from the source (Pedersen et al., 2018). DanNet was chosen for the annotation task first of all because it allows us to publish the annotation sense inventory as open source, but also because we want to test the lexical coverage as well as the operability of the wordnet for such a task. Based on the feedback and results, missing lemmas and senses will subsequently be added to the wordnet and further integrated into a future Danish language resource for AI purposes to be developed in COR (The Central Word Register for Danish) a collaborative project between the Society for Danish Language and Literature, the Danish Language Council, Centre for Language Technology at UCPH and the Danish Agency for Digitisation.

4.3 Dutch

Open Dutch WordNet is a Dutch lexical semantic database. It was created by removing the proprietary content from Cornetto (15). A large portion of the Cornetto database originated from the commercial publisher Van Dal (16) preventing it from being distributed as open source. In order to create Open Dutch WordNet, all the synsets and relations from WordNet 3.0 were used as a basis and existing equivalence relations between Cornetto synsets and WordNet synsets were exploited in order to replace WordNet synonyms by Dutch synonyms. Concepts that were not matched through hyperonym relations to the WordNet hierarchy were added, as well as manually created semantic relations from Cornetto. The synonyms, concepts and relations were limited to those on which there were no copyright claims. In addition, the inter-language links in various external resources were used to add synonyms to the resource (Postma et al., 2016).

4.4 English

The English WordNet (17) is an open-source derivation from Princeton WordNet (Miller, 1995), a widely used lexical network of the English language grouping words into synsets and linking them according to different semantic relations between them. In its second release, the English WordNet 2020 (McCrae et al., 2020) introduced a substantial number of changes compared to the original database, including the integration of contributions from other projects, such as Colloquial WordNet (McCrae et al., 2017), enWordNet (Rudnicka et al., 2015) and Open Multilingual WordNet (Bond & Paik, 2012). This resulted in the introduction of several new manually-validated synsets (120,054 in total), lemmas (163,079), senses (211,864) and definitions (120,059), as well as the development of clear guidelines for future community-driven additions to the database, which is planned to be released annually.

14 https://cst.ku.dk/english/projects/the-central-word-register-for-danish-cor/
15 http://www2.let.vu.nl/oz/cltl/cornetto
16 https://www.vandale.nl/
17 https://en-word.net/
4.5 Estonian

EKI Combined Dictionary[^13] is the biggest lexicographic database of modern Estonian compiled in the Institute of the Estonian Language. The current description of Estonian headwords in Ekilex includes definitions, semantic types, parts of speech, inflected forms, collocations, government patterns, semantic relations, related words, etymology, usage examples, and translations. As of April 2021, Ekilex contains about 160,000 words and phrases in Estonian. For this task’s development, a total of 7,044 Estonian lemmas and 14,870 senses were extracted from Ekilex. Ekilex allows the annotation sense inventory to be published as open source.

4.6 Hungarian

The Explanatory Dictionary of the Hungarian Language (A magyar nyelv értelmező szótár, abbr. ÉrtSz.) was compiled in the Research Institute for Linguistics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences in seven volumes between 1959 and 1962. ÉrtSz. covers Hungarian literary language of the 19th century, as well as the written and spoken standard Hungarian of the first half of the 20th century, with a total of 60,000 entries. The main source of input was a corpus of about six million examples collected since the end of the 19th century. Entries included pronunciation (where it differed from what could be expected on the basis of spelling) and an aid to the hyphenation of compound words. Each sense unit is illustrated by a few examples: citations from the classical Hungarian literature and example sentences created by the lexicographers. In terms of the fine sense discrimination and sophisticated sense definitions, it stands out from the genre of a desk dictionary and is closer in its ambitions to unabridged dictionaries, particularly as regards the treatment of function words and detailed treatment of verb senses. This is one of the best used dictionaries from a professional point of view, but its vocabulary and the examples are old-fashioned.

4.7 Italian

The Italian Sense Inventory was produced by combining two existing openly available lexical resources, namely PAROLE SIMPLE CLIPS (PSC[^19]) and ItalWordNet (IWN[^20]). PSC, developed within two subsequent European projects PAROLE and SIMPLE, is a large lexical database for the Italian language. In the semantic layer, the main basic blocks are semantic units, Usems, which are provided with definitions and examples, and linked to the SIMPLE Ontology and also to other Usems through a rich set of semantic relations (Bel et al., 2000). ItalWordNet (IWN) is a lexical semantic database for the Italian language started within the context of the EuroWordNet project and then subsequently enlarged and refined within national projects until 2012. It is mapped and linked to the Princeton WordNet – thus also indirectly, to BabelNet – and is also available in the Open Multilingual Wordnet format (Quochi et al., to appear). The two resources have been partially aligned, so that a subset of IWN synsets are linked to PSC corresponding Usems. In order to produce the current sense inventory, the two resources were queried for all the target lemmas present in the Italian dataset and a list of corresponding Usems

[^13]: http://sonaveeb.ee
[^19]: http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/ILC-88
[^20]: http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/ILC-62
from PSC and IWN synsets were retrieved together with their definitions, examples and original IDs. Where a mapping between the two resources was available, a unique sense was produced, merging the two definitions into a single one. The resulting sense inventory contains 4,424 lemmas for a total number of 11,298 senses.

4.8 Portuguese

The *Dicionário da Língua Portuguesa* (DLP) is a scholarly dictionary of the Portuguese language being developed by the Lisbon Academy of Sciences. DLP is a retro-digitised dictionary created by converting the *Dicionário da Língua Portuguesa Contemporânea*, last published in 2001. Currently, the DLP is being prepared under the supervision of the Instituto de Lexicologia e Lexicografia da Língua Portuguesa (ILLLP) in collaboration with researchers and invited collaborators. Between 2015 and 2016, some preparatory work for the Portuguese Academy digital dictionary was performed through the ILLLP, and a database was developed by a team working in NLP at the University of Minho (Simões et al., 2016), which now includes IPCA and NOVA CLUNL (Salgado et al., 2019). This project is supported by a Community Support Fund – Fundo de Apoio à Comunidade (FAC) – by the Portuguese National Funding through the FCT – Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia. For the development of this task, a total of 4,031 lemmas (lemma, part of speech, and definitions) were extracted from DLP.

4.9 Slovene

As a Slovene sense inventory, we used the current version of the Slovene wordnet – sloWNet 3.1 (Fišer & Sagot, 2015). This is an open-source lexical database containing the complete Princeton WordNet 3.0 and 71,803 Slovene literals, 33,546 of which were manually validated. The literals were inserted automatically from several existing language resources, comprising two bilingual dictionaries, a few domain-specific resources, parallel corpora, as well as Wikipedia. The 4,919 content word lemmas appearing in the dataset were validated and corrected, if necessary, during the WSD annotation process.

4.10 Spanish

To come up with a freely distributable dataset, the Spanish lexical fragment of Wiktionary was chosen to tag Spanish texts. Wiktionary is a multilingual free dictionary, being written collaboratively on the web. A dump as of late 2020 was filtered to sort out non-semantic information (etymology, morphology, pronunciation, etc.) and about 92,000 lemmas with more than 140,000 senses were kept. Wiktionary has been shown (Ahmadi et al., 2020) to exhibit a great deal of overlap with the reference Spanish dictionary (Real Academia Española & Asociación de Academias de la Lengua Española, 2014), so standard coverage is envisaged.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we addressed a major shortcoming affecting both lexicography and Word Sense Disambiguation, namely the paucity of manual sense-annotated data. We
described how we plan to design a novel manually curated dataset available in 10 European languages, i.e. Bulgarian, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Hungarian, Italian, Portuguese, Slovene and Spanish, focusing on the morpho-syntactic annotation layers. We have now finalised the annotation of the morpho-syntactic layers and, as next step, we will annotate our dataset with senses derived from the aforementioned high-quality sense inventories. We argue that, thanks to our dataset, both scientific communities will be provided with a very effective resource which, on the one hand, will enable lexicographic phenomena to be investigated both within and across languages, and on the other hand, can be used as a new evaluation benchmark for WSD systems.
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